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Logistics
The advantageous order management service
ensures effective operating procedures
management.
• Order placement: create or import orders
with detailed description
• Planning and distribution: select orders
and vehicles
• Route optimization: get preliminary routes
with data on estimated arrival time
and mileage
• Delivery process monitoring and
coordination: respond to emerging issues
via phone calls or chatting with the driver

Advanced Monitoring
Tachograph Solution
Eco Driving
Logistics

Advanced
Monitoring

Eco
Driving

Wialon for fleets is an innovative web-based fleet
management platform available in SaaS and
server-based delivery modes. The system lets you
focus on the KPIs of particular importance, thereby
maximizing your efficiency.

Enhance cargo safety and rate up driving quality
with Wialon Eco Driving module. Due to flexible
configuration it allows to build a comprehensive
driving quality assessment model, based on
various violation criteria, and leverage data from
hardware accelerometers.

Reduce labor, fuel and depreciation costs by
decreasing idle time, optimizing miles driven and
managing driver behavior. Plus, get to more jobs
faster and get more done.

Eco Driving helps to distinguish between reckless
and diligent drivers by ranking them on the basis of
penalty points and presenting the analytics in a
user-friendly format. Opt for cargo safety, extend
the life of your fleet and improve your team’s
driving standards with Eco Driving by Gurtam.

Tachograph
Solution
Save your time on collecting tacho data and
maintain compliance with EU legislation with
Tacho Manager and Tacho View apps by Gurtam.
Being instantly compliant with current and final
regulations, the apps allow for remote tachograph
files download and comprehensive data analysis.
The solution utilizes a specific algorithm to count
working hours based on the legislative peculiarities
of the region concerned and provides handy
reports on work and rest periods as well as any
infringements for each driver of your fleet.

